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Theoretical and experimental studies of optical absorption spectra of the fullerite C60 

thin films in ultraviolet region of the spectrum at temperatures T=80 and 300K have been 
carried out. Computation of absorption spectra of fullerites have been performed by making 
use of the quantum chemical code ‘Gamess’. To describe the symmetry of a fullerene 
molecule C60 the point group C2h were used.  

In experimental part the fullerite C60 thin films were synthesized by means of the 
vacuum evaporation technique (vacuum thermal sublimation of C60 onto quartz substrates). 
Measured absorption spectra of the fullerites thin films exhibit characteristic structure of three 
main absorption peaks in the region 220, 268 and 346 nm and a wide low energy band in the 
range of 400-550 nm.  

Comparison of calculated energies of optical transitions and corresponding oscillator 
strengths of allowed (in electro-dipole approximation) optical transitions shows a good 
agreement with results of experimental measurements of absorption spectrum of a thin 
fullerite C60 film in ultraviolet region of the spectrum. 
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In order to improve transport properties of superconductors, there have been lots of 
efforts like doping, irradiation, and heat treatment. There are a few reports about doping of 
nano-particles in high temperature superconductors. In this work we have doped TiO2 nano-
particles in YBa2Cu3O7-d (Y123) which was made by solid state method.  

We have prepared samples with two synthesis processes; Four samples which will be 
referred as "standard" were prepared with doping of TiO2 nano-particles with 0, 3, 6, and 9 
%wt to calcined (Oxygen uncompleted) Y123 sample. The other samples named "reference" 
were prepared with doping of TiO2 nano-particles with 0, 3, 6, and 9 %wt to sintered 
(Oxygen completed) Y123 sample. These samples were annealed at 450 oC for one hour. In 
the standard samples, due to high temperature process, there is a probability of chemical 
reaction of TiO2 nano-particles with Y123. So, the annealing temperature of the reference 
samples was chosen low such that TiO2 and Y123 do not react with each other. Some 
measurements like XRD, SEM, R(T), Meissner effect, magnetic susceptibility, and I-V were 
performed. 

The XRD patterns showed the existence of YBa3Ti2O8.5 impurity phase and the 
intense increase of it with doping in the standard samples, consisted with susceptibility 
experiments. The XRD experiment in the reference samples confirmed the existence of TiO2 
phase without any reaction with Y123. In the SEM images of the standard samples some areas 
with different contrasts were observed, which seems to be the impurity secondary phase. In 
addition, in the SEM images of the reference samples, nano-metric particles (TiO2) beside 
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micro-metric particles (Y123) were observed. This means that TiO2 nano-particles have no 
any reaction with Y123 phase, which is in agreement with XRD analysis. The Meissner effect 
for pure standard sample and all the reference samples was observed. The results of R(T) 
showed that just pure standard sample (Std0%) has a transition to superconducting state. The 
SEM images of the reference samples show discrete Y123 grains. So, we can say that the 
addition of TiO2 nano-particles in the standard samples causes formation of insulator 
secondary phase, and therefore the samples become insulator. Since R(T) shows bulk 
properties of the samples, superconductivity transition was not seen in the reference samples. 
However, the Meissner effect which is related to the grains was observed. 
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As a wide-band-gap chemically inert semiconductor, silicon carbide widely used for 

high-temperature, high-frequency, high-speed electronic devices. In this paper, a structure of 
SiCх layer formed by implantation of carbon ions (40, 20, 10, 5 and 3 keV) into silicon 
substrate is investigated. The formation of crystallites and grains in SiCх layers after 
annealing in the temperature range 800-1400оС, morphology and topography of the surface 
by atomic force microscopy and X-ray diffraction are studied.  

It is shown by Auger electron microscopy that the concentration of carbon in film is 
close to stoichiometric composition of SiC. By transmission electron microscopy the types of 
crystallites formed is studied. It was shown from AFM images (JSPM-5200, JEOL) that 
immediately after implantation the surface of SiC film is disordered, homogeneous and 
smooth with variations of height in range of 2 nm. The types of prevalent bonds in as-
implanted layer as well as their decomposition during annealing and the formation of 
tetrahedral bonds are analyzed. The influence of stable carbon and carbon-silicon clusters on 
the crystallization process is considered. The mechanism of crystallite size growth as a result 
of disintegration of both clusters and defected crystallites is discussed.  
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In this paper, we report the observation from porous silicon (PS) the intense narrow (~ 

0.12 eV) line of ultraviolet (UV) (375 nm) photoluminescence (PL) that in air atmosphere is 
long-duration stable (at least a few month). The intense UV line is created after exposure of 
PS sample in ambient air for 6 month at room temperature. The PS layers were fabricated by 
electrochemical etching in standard electrolyte with and without direct added of HCl acid (up 
to 30%) with current density 5 - 30 mA/cm2 for 5 -30 min. As a substrate PS were used high 
resistively (~ 3 cm) <111> -oriented FZ silicon as well as Boron-doped CZ- <100> wafers 
with 7 - 10 cm. Excitation was performed by 325 nm - HeCd laser. As- prepared samples after 
draining reveal high intensity signals of PL centered at blue (~ 415 nm) or at red (~ 650 nm) 


